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Welcome
contact
Contact Keho directly by email: keho@peachbit.org

Leave a comment on the Keho wiki: http://keho.pbwiki.com

The next issue of Keho will be available in Spring 2008. 

To be notified by email, subscribe to Keho: keho@peachbit.org

Keho is produced at the Centre for Interaction Design, Napier University, Edinburgh, UK     

Keho
the place for presence research  
Keho has been edited and produced by the Peach 
project with the aim of stimulating debate and 
discussion about Presence research, its future 
direction and its impact on society.

Published twice a year, and aimed at the wider 
Presence research community, the e-zine is available 
to download free from the Peach project’s website. 
The e-zine is called Keho because this word refers to 
the phenomenology of mind and body in the Finnish 
language.

We really want to hear from you - please send us 
your news, contributions, comments and opinions. 
Presence is a truly interdisciplinary field and Keho is 
here to help people to connect.

www.peachbit.org
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Peach News
Presence in Wikipedia 

Presence now has a presence on Wikipedia. The new entry is headed Presence 
(Telepresence) and can be found at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Presence_
%28telepresence%29, categorised under Computer Science.

The entry, on the English language version of Wikipedia, gives a brief overview of Presence 
as a scientific and technological field, giving some key references. There are links to an 
entry on telepresence, as well as to an entry on social presence. Peach and Keho are 
mentioned and there is a link to the Peach website: www.peachbit.org. 

Wikipedia is a web-based encyclopedia 
written collectively by volunteers. Its 
articles can be edited by anyone simply by 
clicking the edit this page link. The Presence 
entry was posted by the Keho team, based 
at Napier University in Edinburgh, and is 
intended to be a first version of a more 
comprehensive Wikipedia entry. If you 
would like to change any part of the entry, 
or would like to add more information, 
you are very welcome to do so - it’s a 
collaborative effort.

Welcome to the second issue of Keho, the place for Presence research. Keho has been created as part of the work of 
Peach, the Co-ordination Action on Presence, under the EU Research and Development Framework Programme 6.

Presence research is a maturing field and this issue of Keho reflects the inter-disciplinary nature of that work. The aim of 
Keho is both to stimulate debate within the field and also to encourage other disciplines to contribute to that dialogue, as 
it is only through such interaction that Presence research will develop and subsequently impact on people’s lives.

So, fine words I hear you say, but what has Keho done for me? Well this time the team has been cruising the mean streets, 
hanging out with urban planner wannabes and experiencing the ‘non places’ that characterise the suburbs of many of 
Europe’s major cities. All this and more packaged up in the Urban Edition, featuring three articles that explore what it 
means to be present in the city; how we can connect to the past, share experience in the present and influence the future 
of the urban landscape.

Two further articles are contained in this issue that convey the growing diversity of the application of Presence research. 
Mura, Vershure & Manzolli report on an augmented mixed reality dance piece that explores how the physical and virtual 
can be both distinct and continuous. While Wiederhold describes a VR environment that can help teenagers recognise 
and avoid the social and cultural triggers associated with smoking.

Most of all Keho is your magazine and its continued success will rely on your contributions. If you have a conference or trip 
report that you want to share, an event you wish to publicise or an issue you want to debate, then contact Keho. Maybe 
you have been somewhere interesting over the summer and want to share that sense of place, if so send Keho a picture. 

This issue of Keho looks at how Presence research can impact on the way we live, the way we learn and how we are 
entertained, themes that no doubt will return in future issues.  But that is for another day, as today the editorial team at 
Keho hope you enjoy this issue that constitutes our continued desire to give a sense of place to Presence research. 

The Keho Editorial Team, Centre for Interaction Design, Napier University, Edinburgh.    e:  keho@peachbit.org
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Peach News
The Peach Community
The community is formed by a list of members collaborating proactively in Peach. Anyone 
interested in Presence can become a member and become more  involved in the Peach 
community by collaborating in different working groups (WinGs) created to address 
Presence issues such as protocols, standards, social impact, ethics and roadmaps.

The community now has more than 150 proactive members and it aims to consolidate the 
relationships between all the worldwide scientists working on Presence related questions. 
The close relationship between the members benefits the research community; helping 
scientists to be in contact with each other and giving them an opportunity to discuss, 
interact and enlarge their knowledge of Presence.

The Peach website is where the community can discuss and collaborate on different issues, 
and share opinions, data, experiments and experiences, as well as finding all the required 
information about Peach events and other Presence related events.

www.peachbit.org

Peach Basket
The Peach Basket is a portion of the budget set aside to 
support and encourage the Peach Presence Community 
to participate in Peach activities; consultation meetings, 
summer schools, science fairs and industry events.

The basket aims to cover travel and accommodation 
expenses. All of the community will be eligible to apply 
for accommodation and travel funding. The support 
concession will be decided by an evaluation committee 
composed of the Coordinator, and the Core Team. Priority 
will be given to the more active members of the Peach 
community.

The Peach website is where the community can discuss 
and collaborate on different issues
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Working together
People live through communication. Communicating 
means describing words and emotions, explaining 
thoughts and changing things. This is the reason why we all 
are in the same Community.

Peach is not a research project in a traditional sense, but 

the community is deeply involved in innovation to move 
Presence research forward. 

This is not the place to discuss the meaning of Presence, 
because we understand how this single world can have 
different connotations in different situations. But exactly 
for this reason it’s important to have constant and effective 
communication, to let the different ideas circulate.

The Peach website, www.peachbit.org, has just been 
redesigned, giving the whole community the option to 
upload their information about the world of Presence.

Each member of the community can enter the site with 
a unique password, read information, and immediately 
respond using forums, and also add papers, news or 
articles.

Sometimes people want to keep their ideas hidden, afraid 
of losing royalties, looking for the best results in isolation. 
But greater collaboration brings increased mutual learning. 
Through Peach, the members of the community can 
share ideas and plans across different disciplines, with the 
common aim of creating innovative Presence research. 

So, you are welcome to come and visit the new Peach 
website, use it, collaborate with the Community and let 
your voice be louder!! 

www.peachbit.org
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Presence 2007
A Grand Challenge for Presence  

Presence research lies at the intersection of human perception and cognition research, 
machine intelligence, and human-machine intelligence, and as such it needs contributions 
from a wide variety of fields.

Peach is conducting a pro-active consultation within the Presence research community 
with the goal of establishing a consensus on the key objectives and questions addressed 
by Presence. The aim of this is to set boundary conditions within the large spectrum of 
applications and theories related to Presence. A possible method to approach this task is 
to create a Grand Challenge for Presence. Such a project would create a focus for the work 
and perhaps an objective and measurable target for the Presence community. By the end 
of this long term project it is hoped that major advances are made in Presence theory, 
experimentation and technology.

To start off this major Grand Challenge Project a panel will take place at Presence 2007 in 
Barcelona in October. The starting point for the panel discussion is a set of requirements 
and an overview of the rationale for such a challenge.   

For more information see www.peachbit.org

Tenth Presence Conference 

Barcelona

Academics and practitioners with an interest in research, theory, technologies and 
applications related to the concept of (tele)presence were invited to submit their work for 
presentation at Presence 2007 at The Foment de les Arts Decoratives (FAD) in Barcelona, 
Spain in October.

The goal of the Presence 2007 conference is to bring together academic researchers 
studying presence, content and technology developers, and interested commercial parties 
so they can meet, share experiences, present research, and exchange ideas.

Following the format of the previous nine successful Presence workshops, Presence 2007 
will be an informal, highly interactive conference with distinguished invited speakers, 
paper presentations, special sessions on specific topics, and poster sessions. 

Presence 2007 is organized by the International Society for Presence Research (ISPR) and 
Starlab in collaboration with Peach.

www.ispr.info

The Social and Ethical Impact of Presence technologies  

Technologies that produce a high degree of Presence will have a significant impact on people’s lives in the future. In 
order to explore the issues raised by these possibilites, a panel of respected members of the Presence community will 
address specific scenarios such as: the real and the virtual self, the impact of virtual environments, and the role of artificial 
experience in society. There will be an opportunity for questions and debate at this event which is part of the Presence 
2007 conference in Barcelona.

www.ispr.info
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Presence in the news
An outbreak of a deadly disease in a virtual world can offer 
insights into real life epidemics, scientists suggest.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/6951918.stm

Scientists at the University of Washington’s HITLab have 
built a virtual snowball fighting game, designed to help 
recovering burn victims forget the pain of their wounds.

http://techdigest.tv/2007/08/virtual_reality.HTML

How one man’s virtual marriage is taking on his real one 
and what researchers are discovering about the surprising 
power of synthetic identity.

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB118670164592393622.html

Discussion of the ethics of behaviour in virtual worlds .

http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1186557468225
&pagename=JPost%2FJPArticle%2FShowFull

A virtual hospital opens its doors in Second Life.

http://www.vnunet.com/computing/news/2198180/virtual-
hospital-opens-doors-3448339

Real life and digital simulation will merge by 2011, 
producing a mixed-reality environment that will change 
the way consumers communicate, interact and conduct 
commerce, according to futurist Dan Lejerskar, chairman of 
EON Reality Inc., the world’s leading interactive 3D software 
provider.

http://www.earthtimes.org/articles/show/news_press_
release,162689.shtml

Cyberpunk author William Gibson’s new novel Spook 
Country

http://www.latimes.com/features/books/la-bk-
park5aug05,0,3415959.story?coll=la-books-center

http://www.usatoday.com/life/books/reviews/2007-08-08-
spook-country_N.htm

http://observer.guardian.co.uk/review/story/0,,2146777,00.
html

Programmer Ivan Bowman has created a home-made 
“telepresence” robot that lets him attend meetings, chat 
with colleagues, and generally lurk around his office in 
Waterloo, Canada, from the comfort of his home some 
1,350 kilometres away in Nova Scotia.

http://news.therecord.com/Business/article/236315

 Presence: 
  what’s hot
 haptics   I’m always touched by your presence...
 natural interaction  it’s not what I can see, but what I can do that engages
 social presence  Facebook, MySpace and Second Life, everyone’s doing it
 content  problems drive solutions
 boundaries  where interesting things happen

  what’s not
 measurement  so last Framework
 CAVEs  so big, so expensive, so how come we all don’t want one?
 phenomenology  nice idea, but where did all the bodies go?
 usability  there is more to presence than tasks
 photo-realism   maybe reality isn’t what people want?

Do you agree or disagree? If you have any suggestions for what’s hot or not; what’s in or out 
in Presence email Keho at keho@peachbit.org. 
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Presence and the Urban 

ExperienceFor the majority of European citizens sense of place is 
essentially an urban experience. This experience is enhanced 
by technology that increasingly enables the opportunity to 
inhabit both the virtual and real worlds. Such technology 
offers a number of bridges between these worlds but in so 
doing places an increased tension on the sense of place and 
subsequently the identity of the individual. Identity has many 
components that have to be woven in our everyday lives. 
It is possible that a ‘fragmentation’ of identity is part of our 
experience of modernity. Today identity is just as much about 
stitching multiple identities in separate virtual places as it 
is with their physical counterparts. Our sense of place, both 
physical and virtual, contributes to our feeling of presence 
and the subsequent identity that is created, maintained and 
communicated. It is at the border of these physical and virtual 
worlds that the urban dweller’s sense of place resides and it 
is Presence research that must provide the crossing points 
between these worlds.

The articles in this ‘urban’ edition of Keho explore the 
relationship between the individual and the city and the 
subsequent impact on sense of place and identity. Essentially 
how technology mediates that experience at a personal and 

The articles raise issues 
as to what it means to 

feel present in the urban 
environment; how we can 
connect to the past, share 
experiences in the present 
and influence the future of 

the urban landscape.  

social level. Claystation by Alex Milton explores how lo-fi prototyping techniques can be utilised 
in order to directly connect citizens with their urban environment and seeks to articulate their 
vision of the future city through a playful interaction. The work aims to give a voice to people’s 
understanding of place, through the physicality of remodelling their environment. Chris Hand, in 
his article entitled Electronic Devices as Design Exploration, adopts an arts based approach to the 
design of artefacts that enable the exploration of relationships on a personal and social level in an 
urban context. In particular, the essentially human characteristics of emotion and its juxtaposition 
with functional devices, and the subsequent friction as a source of creative inspiration. Rod McCall 
explores the changing nature of the urban landscape and its ensuing impact on the sense of place. 
Street Beat is a location aware mobile phone application that aims to make people feel present in 
the sub-culture of a city. It explores the concept of presence as a cultural experience that can be 
shared in both time and place.

The articles raise issues as to what it means to feel present in the urban environment; how we 
can connect to the past, share experiences in the present and influence the future of the urban 
landscape. As more people adopt an urban lifestyle these are perhaps some of the greatest 
challenges facing researchers in the field of Presence.
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Mixed Reality: 
Life on the Streets

Rod McCall, 

Collaborative Virtual and Augmented Environments 
Department, Fraunhofer FIT, Germany

Researchers within the EU funded IPCity project are 
currently exploring the use of a range of technologies 
from mixed reality headsets through to mobile phones as 
a means of making people feel present in various urban 
experiences. These include large-scale events, city based 
games, urban planning applications and stories of towns 
and cities. As well as exploring whether people feel present 
in these experiences, the project is also exploring the 
relevancy of existing Presence research to mixed reality 
technologies. The objective is not to reject prior work but 
to explore its applicability with respect to spatial, social and 
temporal presence, as well as issues such as materiality and 
ambience. Furthermore there is currently much discussion 
on whether lightweight technologies such as mobile 
phones can engender a sense of presence, therefore the 
Street Beat study is as much an exploration of whether 
presence is relevant in this context as it is about exploring 
whether people feel present in these types of experiences.

Street Beat
One ongoing IPCity study is of the Street Beat system. 
Street Beat uses location-aware mobile phones to take 

Street Beat makes 
people feel as if they 
are present in the 
cultural experience 
of various Berlin 
locations

>>>Issue 2 autumn 2007
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people on a tour of the underground sub-culture of Berlin. 
The system consists of nine locations which are within 
approximately two kilometres of one another ranging 
from an artists’ squat to a night club. As users walk round 
the various locations they experience different narratives, 
photographs and music. They are also able to take 
snapshots of the locations which in future versions they will 
be able to send to their friends. The locations, music and 
narratives were selected by a respected music magazine 
editor. 

Place, Presence and Street Beat
Among the key aims of Street Beat is to make people feel as 
if they are present in the cultural experience of the various 
locations. However, it is important to note that they are 
unable to physically enter many of them. Therefore the 
mobile phone content augments reality with additional 
information in a way which should allow for the user to feel 
present within the experience.

There are also varying types of presence: physical, social 
and co-presence 1. Physical presence is when someone 
feels they are physically somewhere. Social presence 
is when they feel they are with others either locally or 
remotely, and finally co-presence is when someone feels 
they are co-located somewhere else with other people, 
and is related to physical and social presence. The sense 
of presence in Street Beat straddles the middle ground, 

in that we are asking people to feel present in a location 
which they know little about and with people who are not 
represented in any way. In many ways this is quite similar 
to the sense of being immersed in a book, where words 
and pictures are the only gateway into a new and perhaps 
fantastic world. In the context of the work here we will call 
this “cultural presence” as we are seeking to make people 
feel as if they are part of a specific cultural experience both 
at individual locations and as they walk around the city; 
where this sense of culture has no specific time, people or 
even a specified location either within a building or across 
the entire city. However this is more for the sake of finding 

Tacheles

 Influential Culture centre and squat 
formed directly after reunification, 

Tacheles contains studios, record 
labels, cafes and an alternative 

cinema.

Haus Schwarzenberg

Next to Hackeschen 
Höfen is Haus 

Schwarzenberg, the 
“it” quarter of the 

20`s Berlin alternative 
culture and today a 

place full of history, art 
and entertainment. 

White Trash Night Club

A bar with odd furniture, 
food and visitors. Changing 
DJs and gigs, it attracts a 
very bizarre and hip crowd, 
Mick Jagger and Pink have 
been seen in this bar as 
well as famous tramps and 
artists from the area.

Some locations from the Street Beat tour

a convenient term rather than to define yet another form of 
presence.

In many ways the feeling of being culturally present within 
an experience shares many aspects of sense of place. 
According to Relph, place is a combination of the physical 
properties, meanings and activities 2. Sense of place can 
evolve through second hand information, for example 
you can read a travel guide and decide which areas sound 
interesting or boring. Photographs can also engender a 
sense of place. In the context of Street Beat, the nearest to 
first hand experience is often standing outside the building. 
Therefore there is a need to explore which content can 

>>>
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create this sense of place and in turn make people feel 
present within the desired cultural experience.

Methodologies
One of the main challenges faced by this kind of work is 
exactly how to measure the sense of being in a mixed 
reality experience, especially when what we are interested 
in is exploring the combination of the real and virtual 
elements. At present many questionnaires and other 
methods focus on exploring real versus virtual, when our 
intention is to explore the relationship between the two 
and provide specific areas of guidance which can used 
to improve the system. For questionnaires we built upon 
some existing work such as MEC 3 and the Place probe 4. 
In addition consenting participants were video taped and 
interviewed.

To Be Continued
At the time of writing the results from the study are being 
analysed. Of particular interest to the evaluators and 
developers are aspects such as how the music, narrative 
and photographs (on the mobile phone) can make people 
feel present within a particular location. Watch the IPCity 
website for more information: www.ipcity.eu.
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Electronic Devices as Design Exploration

Chris Hand BSc (Hons), MA(RCA)
mungbean design, Edinburgh
www.mungbean.net 

In the context of designing interactive electronic products, an Engineering approach 
will typically consider functionality, utility, efficiency and so on. But in addition to an 
Engineering approach, we may also use Art and Design methods to explore alternative 
aspects of electronic devices, without being constrained by issues of functionality or the 
viability of a “product”. One such approach, predominant in Japan, is Device Art (Kusahara 
et al, 2006), which frames the creation of electronic objects in an artistic context in order to 
explore and focus on aesthetic aspects of devices without necessarily having to rationalise 
and justify their functionality. The device itself becomes an artwork, rather than a conduit 
for communicating an artwork as with traditional media art. Ryota Kuwakubo and 
Nobumichi Tosa (Maywa Denki) are perhaps the best known practitioners of device art.

A related practice is Device Activism, which uses the creation of electronic objects to 
highlight a social issue.  Although this may involve producing some kind of functioning 
device, the object itself is secondary to the question being highlighted, though this 
question may itself relate to our relationship with technology in a social context. 
Practitioners include Natalie Jeremijenko, Proboscis, and Tad Hirsch (Institute for Applied 
Autonomy).

When electronic devices become everyday objects our relationships with them – and 
through them – develop in subtle and complex ways. As an interaction designer I am 
interested in building on practices like device art and device activism, and using electronic 
devices as a medium through which I can explore these relationships on a personal and 
social level. Furthermore the emotional and irrational aspects of being human often 

This portable/wearable device is aimed at 
the dwellers of small towns who yearn for 
the edginess of living in a big city.  >>>
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contrast sharply, or even conflict with, the functioning of 
electronic devices and systems. Rather than considering 
this a problem, I see this friction as a source of creative 
inspiration and as an area rich for exploration.

The project described below was an investigation into ways 
of combining social, emotional and technological aspects 
of electronic devices. There were two main phases: firstly 
creating a method for exploring the design space, and 
secondly developing proposals based on ideas arising from 
the exploration.

Generator
While brainstorming concepts for new kinds of electronic 
device and mapping out the design space I wrote some 
code to randomly select and combine three parameters, 
with the expectation that this would throw up some 
unexpected juxtapositions which might be interesting 
to develop further. The three parameters represented 
social/technological, emotional, and functional aspects of 
a device.

The great benefit of working with text, as opposed to 
– say – generating visual illustrations of the devices and 
their forms, is that text is very easy to generate from 
code and yet still has a great deal of power to engage 
the imagination. Working with text also encourages the 
reader to fill in the gaps conceptually – on encountering 
a juxtaposition of parameters the mind naturally tries to 
make them into a coherent whole, even when this means 
resolving apparent contradictions or absurdities. Having 
said this, every combination I’ve seen produced by the 
software so far makes sense, or at least sounds feasible as a 

starting point for a design – perhaps due to the tendency 
in English to use compound nouns to describe complex 
objects. The value of this kind of technique lies in the 
emergence of these unexpected juxtapositions, allowing 
previously unconsidered corners of the design space to be 
explored, and new contexts to be imagined.

Randomness in the creative process has a long history 
in Art. Brion Gysin’s “cut-ups” in the 1950s – using words 
randomly cut out from newspapers to create a new text 
– were widely adopted by the likes of William S. Burroughs, 
but have their roots in much earlier techniques used by the 
Surrealists and the Dada movement. The random technique 
I used here is more compositional in nature (c.f. John Cage’s 
“chance music”, influenced by the I Ching and directed by 
the throwing of dice), and so the results are more coherent: 
whilst I provided the underlying content, the composition 
is randomly selected from a possible 139,050 combinations.  

Two of the software-generated concepts I chose to develop 
further, both of which relate to the experience of place, are 
described below.

GPS-based Frisson Inducer 
Living in a big city often involves passing through 
dangerous or exciting areas – an experience much harder 
to find in many smaller cities and towns. This portable/
wearable device is aimed at the dwellers of small towns 
who yearn for the edginess of living in a big city.  

Firstly, map-based software enables users to designate 
any arbitrary space in their town, no matter how dull or 
empty, as one of their “Thrill Zones”, simply by drawing 
its boundary. Since the device contains a GPS (Global 

Positioning System), it can easily determine whether or not 
the user is inside one of these zones, so long as they are not 
indoors. Employing classical Pavlovian conditioning to elicit 
a response, electrodes connecting the device to the user 
administer electric shocks whenever the location is within 
one of the Thrill Zones. After a short training period this 
results in a frisson of excitement or trepidation whenever 
the user is getting close to a Thrill Zone, even after the 
shocks have been switched off. 

By uploading their own data to the device’s website 
users can share their Thrill Zones with their friends and 
fellow thrill-seekers, making it possible for social groups 
to crystallise around these new places and to experience 
them in a way not previously possible. In this way the 

example output 
from the Generator
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experience of, and ultimately the meaning of, an arbitrary 
everyday space can be transformed.  It has been suggested 
that this constitutes a kind of reverse psychogeography, i.e. 
rather than recording an emotional response to a place, the 
device is controlling the response.

Hand-held Intuition Tuner
Without even visiting a location house-hunters can 
find masses of information on-line about their potential 
property or neighbourhood: previous sale prices, crime 
statistics, political profiles and so on. And yet most people 
are far more likely to base a decision to buy or rent on how 
a place “feels” when they step inside – a nice example 
of the friction between digital life and our irrational, 
subconscious side.

The hand-held intuition tuner is a measuring instrument 
for people who are afraid of trusting their intuition, but 
who instead find they have to obsess over having every 
available piece of data to hand when making a decision.  
Specifically aimed at house-buyers viewing prospective 
properties, it is owned and operated by estate agents. After 
producing a detailed personal and economic profile of the 
homebuyer(s), the agent loads up the device with their data 
and it can then be taken out with them on viewing visits.

Based on comparisons of their socio-economic status, 
political beliefs, geo-demographic preferences, etc. with 
existing public data on the neighbourhood and the 
property, the device essentially provides the users with a 
measure of compatibility, albeit in an unorthodox form.

The device provides its results on displays that are textual, 
quantitative (an analogue meter showing 0-100%) and 
auditory, and each of these must be interpreted by the 
users themselves. The interpretation aspect is crucial, as 
is the act of reading the device in context while walking 
around the space. Because the dials and displays don’t 

necessarily “make sense”, subconscious hopes, fears and 
desires are brought into the decision-making process 
whereas before the users were unwilling or unable to do 
this.

The device really needs three hands to operate it, and 
can drive two sets of headphones, so it best used by two 
people together. It also supports a number of additional 
plug-in probes. The complexity of operating the device 
is deliberately aimed at occupying the conscious, rational 
mind and keeping it busy, to prevent it from interfering 
with the subconscious processes that we are trying to 
encourage out into the open.

Measuring instruments are a special class of device. Using 
measuring instruments we can interpret our environment 
and create meaning – it is in the act of interpreting 
objective data that meaning is created. Furthermore the 
use of instruments is open, in that their owners can create 
personal rituals and procedures around them, as well as 
developing their own methods of interpretation and beliefs 
about the results and data being collected and displayed. 
Through instruments, the objective world of cold numbers 
and statistics acts as a mirror, reflecting the subjective 
world of our emotions and irrational beliefs.  
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Claystation
Alex Milton

Co-Founder of Claystation and Head of Furniture, Product 
and Interior Design at Edinburgh College of Art.

During the 1990s, the blurring of design specialisms, the 
merging of digital media and fluid patterns of employment 
transformed the design industry.  New opportunities 
opened up for designers capable of communicating with 
a wide range of specialists, adaptable to new technologies, 
and above all, able to conceptualise and creatively respond 
to commercial and cultural change. 

In response to this paradigm shift, a number of designers 
and educators founded the Design Transformation 
Group (DTG). The DTG operates as a distributed design 
collective consisting of interdisciplinary designers, who 
regularly collaborate with other practitioners such as 
architects, artists and sociologists. By utilising new design 
methodologies and new media, the group set out to 
transcend physical, ideological and cultural boundaries. 

The philosophy of the DTG is rooted in the belief that 21st 
Century designers should be capable of crossing traditional 
disciplinary barriers and be able to respond creatively to a 
volatile commercial and cultural environment. Accordingly, 
the group aims to promote new thinking in design through 
symbolic, virtual, physical and scenario modelling. This 
new paradigm offers greater opportunity for more broadly 
based design interventions and debates than is typical in 
design discipline-specific methodologies. 

The psychologist Carl Jung tells us: “The creation of 
something new is not accomplished by the intellect but by 

Creating an Interface between People and the Built Environment
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the play instinct acting from inner necessity. The creative 
mind plays with the objects it loves.” This argument 
seems fairly natural and familiar to designers, although 
the play element of their work may be ‘underplayed’ in 
the professional context. The DTG attempts to explore the 
notion of creative design modelling and have created a 
series of projects that attempt to engage audiences for 
design in creative, playful, physical design activity and 
creation.

Traditionally, design aims to realise a solution through 
an adherence to a proven discipline-specific design 
methodology; from brief to practical outcome, realised 
through professional specification and detailing, and an 
understanding of specialist production technologies. 

By contrast, design modelling offers a useful and practical 
way to describe design as a process of re-conceptualisation 
that, for example, may transpose physical modelling in 
clay to environmental critique, collaborative interaction 
to diagrammatic analysis, conceptual scenarios to graphic 
imagery. Thus, the outcomes of design modelling may be 
both concrete and abstract. Thus, the aims of the Group are 
to interrogate, re-interpret and re-envisage material culture 
through interdisciplinary design modelling and exhibiting 
our output to the general public. Our most successful 
format, created by Alex Milton, Ben Hughes and Cris de 
Groot has been Claystation.

Remodelling Cities
‘The permanence of even the most frivolous item of 
architecture and the instability of the metropolis are 
incompatible. In this conflict the metropolis is, by definition, 

the victor; in its pervasive reality architecture is reduced to 
the status of a plaything.’ Rem Koolhaas

On a scale model of the city, the DTG invites wannabe 
Gehrys, Fosters and Wrens to indulge their fantasies in 
the creation of new cityscapes. Designers, Architects 
and the general public are invited to interact and 
collaboratively produce a symbolic redesigning of the city, 
its infrastructure, products, services and iconography.

Over the duration of an event, participants are encouraged 
to take a lump of plasticine and to spend as long as they 
want carving, sculpting, and forming it into whatever they 
desire. The group consciously chose plasticine over other 
media because of its ease of use and evocative childhood 
qualities and design industries qualities. Plasticine is 
highly redolent of childhood, and synonymous with the 
unfettered playful experimentation and modelling of 
youth. It is also a material used in a more refined manner 
by the highly specialised Car and Product Design industry, 
having been introduced as a modelling technique by 
Harley Earl, the originator of the studio system, mass 
obsolescence and first Head of Design at General Motors. 

Piers Roberts, founder of Designers Block, the leading 
international design event that has hosted Claystation 
over a number of years has stated that: “Claystation fits our 
model of interaction as it is an invitation for people to cross 
a bridge where they can involve themselves with design 
ideas and processes. Play is an important element in these 
processes and one that is a strong motivating force when 
attempting to get people involved.” 

Claystation is an evolving interactive project, dealing with 
architecture, design, urbanism, society and spectacle. 
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Its democratic unedited nature with uncensored public 
interaction doesn’t aim to present a unitary vision of 
our cities development; rather it attempts to uncover a 
plurality of ideas and approaches - ideas that are inevitably 
circumstantial, conflictual, ephemeral and, above all, playful. 
We are interested in exploring a collaborative mapping of 
the city, enabling the individual concepts, narratives and 
designs of the participants to contaminate each other in an 
interesting way, to create a symbolic cityscape.

Our use of stop-frame film animation to capture some 
events, highlights the transient nature of an installation, as 
a cityscape is transformed by the collective interdisciplinary 
will of the participants. The physical and dynamic design 
transformations of a Claystation event are affected by 
the undoubted relationship between the real and virtual. 
The real represented by interpretations of the existing 
architectural fabric of a city such as the London Eye. 
While the personal visions, statements and experiments 
of participants provided an imaginary past, present and 
future of a city, a virtual reality redolent of the situationist 
mapping of Debord.

This phenomena was discussed by Paul Virillo in his book 
The Lost Dimension, where he contends that ‘direct 
and mediated perceptions merge into an instantaneous 
representation of space and the surrounding environment.’

A Claystation event presents a psychological city made 
anew with the accumulated traces of physical matter 
and the debris of previous designers, of what has been 
and what is yet to come. It directly impacts on peoples 
understanding of place, through the physicality of 
remodelling their environment. The contested squares 

that make up a Claystation city map become an important 
domain for challenging the traditional method of urban 
planning. It projects a future form of collaborative design, 
that engages architects, designers, inhabitants and visitors 
alike in the construction of democratic design structures 
and identities based on crossing boundaries.

Claystation’s cityscapes are constantly changing, 
reinventing and renovating themselves as the cross-
disciplinary participants interact with the map, models 
and each other. The transient nature of the Claymation 
cityscape has parallels with Koolhaas’ retroactive manifesto 
for Manhattan, Delirious New York. He claims Manhattan 
was an architectural laboratory where ‘each block is 
covered with several layers of phantom architecture in the 
form of past occupancies, aborted projects and popular 
fantasies that provide alternative images to city that exists.’ 
A mythical place where ‘the testing of a metropolitan 
lifestyle and its attendant architecture could be pursued as 
a collective experiment in which the entire city became a 
factory of man-made experience, where the real and the 
natural cease to exist.’ Rem Koolhaas.

Claystation events aim to celebrate the contemporary 
urban condition, transient, shifting, expanding and 
remodelled - a microcosm of the world. The thousands 
of participants who have participated in Claystation’s 
award-winning and critically acclaimed events in London, 
Milan, Copenhagen and Scotland’s six cities, have created 
conceptual design models and provocations that demand 
to be included in future debates on the City and adopted 
as viable collaborative design methodology. 

Claystation - Remodelling Scotland, published by The 
Lighthouse, is now available ISBN 1-905061-11-0

Further information on the group’s projects can be found at 
www.claystation.org
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Peach at the Edinburgh International   
         Science Festival 2007

Future Places: Augmenting the real with virtual worlds
This talk by Prof. David Benyon of the Centre for Interaction 
Design, Napier University, addressed questions such as: 
What is presence? How do we know where we are? In an 
era of mixed realities where virtual realities are becoming 
more and more real, we are promised new experiences, like 
virtual tourism or archaeology or scenarios of intimacy at a 
distance. But as these technologies develop, how will we 
know how to distinguish the real from the unreal? Will we 
connect directly with something far away? And how will we 
know where we are?

Social Interaction within Virtual Environments
Prof. Mel Slater (ICREA-Universitat Politécnica de Catalunya, 
Barcelona, Spain) gave this talk discussing the exciting new 
research involving humans and virtual humans interacting 
within environments simulated by computers.

Replacing the Real: the role of artificial experience in 
society
In the next few years virtual reality technologies will provide 
incredibly realistic simulations of the real. At the same time 
concerns about terrorism, global warming and population 
growth will make travel and other real experiences more 
dangerous and expensive. As a result people’s experiences 
of places and other people, of history and culture will be 
increasingly mediated by technologies. In this event, which 
was accompanied by hands-on demonstrations of virtual 
reality technologies, leading figures from architecture, 
environment, computing and gaming lead a wide-ranging 
discussion of the benefits and dangers that may arise as 
we replace the real with simulated experiences. The panel 
was chaired by Prof. David Benyon with contributions from 
Peter McColl, Green Party politician, Oli Mival, researcher 
in computing, Richard Murphy, architect and Chris van der 
Kuyl, games entrepreneur.

www.sciencefestival.co.uk

Every Easter an International Science Festival is held in Edinburgh, Scotland. Peach was represented at this year’s festival, 
with two public talks and a public panel discussion, supported by Napier University in Edinburgh. The Festival is a large 
event with hands-on activities aimed at children aged 8 -12 years, and public talks for the general public.
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The first Peach Summer School on Presence was held in 
Santorini island, Greece, in July of this year. Titled Towards 
human machine confluence - Presence technologies and 
Foundations. The event took place at the Thira, the capital of 
the island of Santorini, providing a charming environment, 
ideal for focused work, with the added advantage of the 
majestic scenery of Cycladic islands.

The organizing committee attracted internationally leading 
researchers as lecturers, covering areas of great significance 
for the wider area of presence.

The courses were structured into three units of about 
two hours each - two morning lecture sessions and one 
afternoon practical demo session. The schedule combined 

Summer School 2008

              Dubrovnik

The second Peach summer school wil be held in 
Dubrovnik, Croatia from the 9th to the 11th of July. 
More information will be available on the Peach 
website: www.peachbit.org.

related topics and focus topics, which gave the students 
the opportunity of gaining a thorough understanding of 
the area. 

Lecture notes, given to the students at the beginning of 
each course, reflected state-of-the-art material, augmented 
with new cutting-edge papers on topics the lecturers 
had recently been working on. The advanced nature of 
the material was well received by the audience, largely 
comprised of PhD students and senior researchers.

The summer school was attended by 60 registered 
participants from 13 different countries and part of the 
participants’ accommodation and travel expenses were 
covered by the Peach basket, managed by the Peach 
project.

The keynote speakers in Santorini were: 
Prof David Benyon, Centre for Interaction Design, Napier 
University, UK

Prof Mel Slater, ICREA Research Professor, Universitat 
Politècnica de Catalunya

Prof John Waterworth, Professor of Informatics, 
Department of Informatics, Umeå University, Sweden

Dr. Wijnand IJsselsteijn, assistant professor, Human-
Technology Interaction Group, Eindhoven University of 
Technology

Dr. Paul F.M.J. Verschure, ICREA research professor, 
Technology Department, University Pompeu Fabra, 
and director of the research program in perceptive and 
interactive systems at the foundation Barcelona Media

Dr Christoph Gurger, CEO at Gurger Technologies, Austria 
BMI

Dr Doron Friedman, Research Fellow working on 
Presencia, UCL

Dr Maria Victoria Sánchez Vives, associate Professor of 
Physiology, and researcher of the Instituto de Neurociencias 
de Alicante, Universidad Miguel Hernandez - Consejo 
Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas. Alicante, Spain

Dr. Martyn Bracewell, Senior Lecturer at the School of 
Psychology, University of Wales, Bangor

Dr. Anna Spagnolli, assistant Professor at the Department 
of General Psychology and Professor of Attitudes and 
Discourse Practices

Dr. Wolfgang Broll, Head of the Collaborative Virtual and 
Augmented Environments, Department at the Fraunhofer 
Institute for Applied Information Technology, FIT

Dr. Giulio Jacucci, research scientist at the Helsinki Institute 
for Information Technology

Dr Rod McCall, senior research fellow at the Collaborative 
Virtual and Augmented Environments Department, 
Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information Technology, FIT

Peach Summer School 2007
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Impressions of Santorini
The most enriching aspect of the experience, apart from the 
subject, was encountering other European research cultural 
approaches such as the Italian, Greek and Spanish approaches. 
It permitted me to make contact with other researchers who are 
doing explorations with the same goals.

My friend Iannis who I met at this event writes, “About the 
experience I think it was very useful mainly because of the 

Peach Summer School 2007

personal acquaintances we made there. These acquaintances 
may lead to future collaborations that will promote research, 
European coherence and personal achievements.”

All of us had  questions about presence and some found a few 
answers to share with others in a relaxing environment.

Nena Roa-Seiler, student at Peach Summer School 2007
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The interactive multimedia chronicle re(PER)curso:       
from soundscape to audiovisual experience

Anna Mura, Paul Verschure, Jonatas Manzolli and SPECS
specs@iua.upf.edu
Supported by IUA and PRESENCCIA IST 027734

re(PER)curso is a performance that develops an interactive mixed reality narrative 
combining percussion and dance that fuses and interacts with real time computer 
generated graphics, video art, a synthetic music composition system called RoBoser [1], 
and an animated synthetic character (Awa) embedded in a 3D graphic environment. 
The integration between the virtual and the physical is realized through the eXperience 
Induction Machine (XIM) a unique real-time multi-modal mixed reality system that is 
controlled through  a multi-level neuronal simulation environment called iqr [2].  

We follow the approach that presence is constructed by the brain and expresses the 
consistency between the world model the brain maintains and the cues it is exposed 
to. As such, presence or “breaks in presence” are defined by measures, such as mismatch 
and novelty that have direct signatures in human performance and physiological states. 
Since we assume that also perception is based on cognitive processing this is consistent 
with modern and scientific notions of presence [3]. This cognitive notion of presence is 
grounded in our work on models of human cognition [4]. In the IST project PRESENCCIA we 
have the objective to construct and deploy a permanent virtual community that exists in 
mixed reality: it is inhabited by physical, remote and synthetic humans. At the core of such 
a system and in particular due to the inclusion of fully synthetic characters, it is essential 
that we deploy synthetic methods for story telling. This raises the fundamental question 
of how machines can generate and mediate narrative. re(PER)curso is an experiment in 
interactive narrative and explores the potential of virtual reality and augmented feedback 
technologies as tools for artistic expression. It expresses a general research strategy where 
the limits of advanced technologies are explored through their application in art.

re(PER)curso
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re(PER)curso is 
performed in 
an augmented 
mixed reality 
environment, 
where the 
physical and the 
virtual are not 
overlapping, 
instead they 
are distinct but 
continuous.

re(PER)curso
re(PER)curso explores the interaction between the 
virtual and the real
re(PER)curso is performed in an augmented mixed reality 
environment, where the physical and the virtual are not 
overlapping, instead they are distinct but continuous. The 
border between the two environments is the projection 
screen that acts like a dynamic all seeing bi-directional 
eye. The actors on stage, the physical space, can see into 
the virtual space and interact with a virtual actor, e.g. the 
avatar and its environment displayed on a big screen. 
Both environments can access and influence each other 
establishing an interaction. This design gives an equal 
importance to both the physical and the virtual place in the 
outcome of the performance. Where the virtual provides for 
limitless expression, the real defines physical grounding and 
the boundaries of interpretation. A synthetic character acts 
in the virtual space and reacts to the physical world. The 
physical actors in turn generate meaning in the physical 
world from these actions in the virtual one. The synthetic 
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re(PER)curso
character observes and assimilates the real-world semantics 
and establishes a continuous semiotic cycle between the 
virtual and the real.

The narrative of re(PER)curso
re(PER)curso represents a challenge to extend narrative 
possibilities and experience new forms of art and 
entertainment. The narrative concept behind re(PER)curso 
is captured in its name: Percurso: pathway, route, course; 
Recurso: source, point of view, affect, re-PER-curso: 
re-assigned course. The philosophy of re(PER)curso was 
inspired by a Greek philosopher, Heraclitus (ca. 535 BCE): 
“Everything flows and nothing is left (unchanged)”. The 
chronicle of re(PER)curso evolves around four performative 
elements: Sopros (wind), Pedras (stones), Folha (leaves), 
Peles (skin) that are a metaphor for our memory of the past, 
our interpreted present and anticipated future. Throughout 
the performance, these elements are interpreted over and 

over by the percussionist, the dancer, RoBoser and finally 
the avatar. The objective of the narrative of re(PER)curso is 
to take us where the physical and the virtual become one: 
we must believe that there are more dimensions connected 
to our existence and experience than time and space. There 
are also virtual dimensions that construct experience

The performance
The performance is composed by several layers of artistic 
and technological activities that interlace each other: 
e.g. the music has three components: the soundscape, 
the percussionist and RoBoser; the physical actors, the 
percussionist and the dancer are followed by moving lights 
and their movements are tracked by a visual active tracking 
system. This system in turn will send the spatial information 
to the virtual world and modulates the avatar’s behavior.

Overall, re(PER)curso comprises four scenes that develop 
over 40 min: Prologue, Elements, Dance, Epilogue. Each of 

these scenes is a step towards an exchange of information 
and meaning between the physical and the virtual world. 

The technology behind re(PER)curso
Each of the 4 scenes of re(PER)curso is supported by a 
number of input devices in particular: the visual active 
tracking of the ongoing performance; two drum carpets 
that are interfaced to midi devices; microphones;, 
controllers such as the synthetic composition engine 
RoBoser for interactive real-time sonification, the moving 
cameras, and the moving lights.

All inputs are sent to a neuromorphic control system 
implemented in Iqr, the brain of the whole event. From 
Iqr the information is fed into several output systems such 
as the 3D environment Torque [5], the moving lights, the 
moving cameras, and RoBoser. Figure 5 shows the Grand 
Overview of re(PER)curso modalities and their integration. 
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re(PER)curso

Who made re(PER)curso
rePERcurso was realized by the collaboration between 
SPECS and Jonatas Manzolli. Behdad Rezazaded 
contributed to the realization of re(PER)curso as a visual 
artist, Carme Garrigo’ as a percussionist and Afrika Martinez 
as a dancer. SPECS is a multidisciplinary research group 
directed by Prof. Dr. Paul F.M.J. Verschure of the Institute 
of Audiovisual studies of the Universitat Pompeu Fabra. 
SPECS uses synthetic methods to study and synthesize 
the neuronal, psychological and behavioral principles 
underlying perception, emotion and cognition. The 
synthetic approach of SPECS combines real-world 
systems, such as robots, virtual reality systems and 
interactive installations with anatomically, physiologically 
and behaviorally constrained computational models. 
A mathematician and composer by training Manzolli’s 
artistic perspective is based on a dialogue between arts 
and sciences and he devotes himself to the interlacing 
of musical creation, computer technology and cognitive 
sciences. He is Associated Professor of the Music 
Department and head of the Interdisciplinary Nucleus 
for Sound Studies (NICS) of The University of Campinas 
(Unicamp), Brazil. Since 1998 Verschure and Manzolli 
with SPECS have realized 15 interactive installations and 
exhibitions starting with the interactive music composition 
system RoBoser. The most ambitious of these installations 

was Ada: Intelligent Space that was developed for the Swiss 
national exibition Expo.02. Ada was an 180m2 interactive 
space that believed it was an organism and was embedded 
in a 400m2 exhibit and was visited by over 550.000 visitors 
during the summer of 2002. In 2005 we have presented as 
part of the BrainFair the immersive multi-modal ambient 
display “Hello Stranger” that consisted of a matrix of 35 
2.5 M high luminous pillars that would provide a high 
resolution 3D visualization of the behavior of the visitors 
combined with RoBoser generated fix soundscapes.

re(PER)curso will be performed in October at the Mercat de las 
Flores in Barcelona as part of Art Futura 2007.

re(PER)curso task force

Performance
Percussion  Carme Garrigó 
Dance  AfriKa Martínez 
Visual Art Behdad Rezazadeh 
Synthetic composer RoBoser 
Synthetic actor  Awa 
Realization
Director Paul Verschure
Sound track Composition: Jonatas Manzolli 
Narrative, Scenography,  Jonatas Manzolli, 
Choreography: Anna Mura,
 Paul Verschure
Real time multi-modal tracking:  Zenon Mattews 
 Sergi Bermudez 
RoBoser   Jonatas Manzolli, 
 Sylvain Le Groux 
 Paul Verschure

3D Environment:  Lukas Zimmerli,   
 Armin Duff
 Sergi Sargas Riga
Motion capture:  Santi Fort
       Armin Duff
Integration: Paul Verschure, 
 Ulysses Bernardet    
 Sergi Bermudez,
Technical realization:  Ulysses Bernardet 
 Sytse Wieringa 
 Jose’ Lozano
Production:  Anna Mura 
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Composition System. Computer Music Journal. 29: 55-74.
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4. Verschure, P.F.M.J., Voegtlin, T. & Douglas, R.J. (2003) 
Environmentally mediated synergy between perception and 
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5. Torque Game Engine SDK Electronic Distribution. 
http://www.garagegames.com:
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VR helps teens 
quit smoking
The Virtual Reality Medical Center in San Diego has 
created an Internet-based Virtual Reality game that helps 
adolescents quit smoking. The interactive program 
uses cue-exposure therapy to treat addictive behaviors 
involved with smoking. The program identifies various 
triggers (ashtrays, packs of cigarettes, coffee, beer and 
peer pressure) that cause a smoker to continue smoking, 
while providing teens with ways to avoid these triggers 
(exercising, play games, cooking, taking naps and calling a 
friend). 

The program consists of two major environments: home 
and school. The home is separated into two floors, the 
bottom floor being the garage, while the second floor 
is comprised of a bedroom, kitchen, living room and 
bathroom. The school environment includes a classroom, 
restroom and cafeteria. Upon beginning the game, the 
first thing the user must do is choose a quit date, which is 
a successful strategy to quit smoking. The users are then 
faced with craving triggers, which they must navigate 
through and avoid in order to succeed. 

In the school environment, users are exposed to the trigger 
of peer pressure. When a user chooses not to smoke, the 

An animated sequence shows the user driving to school in a 
top-down view map of the house and the school. 

Once at school, the user will need to attend classes and 
face peer-pressure and smoking temptations in different 

situations. 

Classmates will try to persuade the user to smoke and each 
classmate will react differently depending on the user’s 

action.

When the user refuses to take the smoke offer, he/she 
will need to win in a randomly selected mini game to 

successfully fight the temptation and craving. This game 
shown above requires the user to put out the lit cigarettes 

placed at the center of several moving targets, using a 
water gun and a limited amount of water. 

>>>
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per session, using a Pre/Post Test Questionnaire to 
assess adolescent’s knowledge relating to the cessation 
of smoking. The research suggests that the program 
helps adolescents gain knowledge and understanding 
about quitting techniques, such as setting a quit date, 
staying busy, and performing activities. Participants in the 
study agreed that the virtual reality setting is a realistic 
environment and brings about no negative side effects. 

The Virtual Reality Medical Center and its affiliate in 
Brussels, The Virtual Reality Medical Institute, have initiated 
conversations with European partners who are committed 
to bringing the Teen Smoking Cessation project to their 
countries.  VRMC has also established an agreement to 
deliver the software to military dependents worldwide via 
the Internet.  Future enhancements include multiplayer 
capability and coordination of an online “common” such 
as a forum or message board. The goals of these proposals 
are to provide a safe environment for users to interact and 
develop support teams in quitting efforts.   

This teen smoking cessation program is Adobe Flash Player 
9.0 based and can be easily accessed at www.vrphobia.
com/teensmoking.  

CONTACT: 

Brenda K. Wiederhold, Ph.D., MBA, BCIA

President, Virtual Reality Medical Institute

Executive Vice-President, Virtual Reality Medical Center

Chief Executive Officer, Interactive Media Institute (IMI)

Chief Executive Officer, IMI-Europe

6160 Cornerstone Court East, Suite 155

San Diego, CA 92121

Phone: (858) 642-0267

Fax: (858) 642-0285

cyberpsych@vrphobia.com

user is faced with a randomly selected game. If the user 
wins the game, they are successful in denying the craving, 
whereas if the user loses, the user has given into the craving 
and smokes. This resets the smoke-free day counter in the 
top of the screen, which demonstrates the importance of 
overcoming peer-pressure to quite smoking (see figures 
below). Users are exposed to the repercussions of smoking 
through a lungs icon in the corner of the screen. Every time 
a player smokes, the lungs darken and the user’s stamina 
decreases. The ultimate goal of the program is for the user 
to remain smoke-free in both environments for as long as 
possible.

After all regulatory approvals were received, a research 
study was conducted with 15 participants for 15 minutes 

VR helps teens quit smoking
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Professor Tassos A. Mikropoulos, Director of the Education 
Approaches to Virtual Realities Laboratory, The University 
of Ioannina, Ioannina, Greece

http://earthlab.uoi.gr  

amikrop@cc.uoi.gr

Presence related research in the Education 
Approaches to Virtual Realities Laboratory

>>>

Earthlab

Virtual Reality is a powerful tool in education, because 
of its unique technological characteristics such as 3D 
spatial representations, multisensory channels for 
interaction, immersion, intuitive interaction through 
natural manipulations in real time (Mikropoulos & 
Bellou, 2006).

The goal of the EARTH LAB is the scientific research, 
development and education in the field of Information 
and Communication Technologies (ICT) and especially 
Virtual Reality (VR) in Education. The lab has contributed to 
numerous R&D European and national projects concerning 
the exploitation of ICT in education and training. 

The ‘Education Approaches to Virtual Realities Laboratory’ 
(EARTH LAB) was founded in 2000 by the Department of 
Primary Education, University of Ioannina, Greece (Hellenic 
Republic, Presidential Decree 330). Head of the lab is 
Professor Tassos A. Mikropoulos, and members of the lab 

are scientists specialising in various disciplines, research 
associates and postgraduate students. The lab has an 
interdisciplinary approach.

Presence: a key feature
Although the unique features that designate VR as a 
promising and powerful educational tool are not so 
clear yet, they believe that presence is a key feature 
of Educational Virtual Environments (EVEs) that plays 
an important role in cognitive processes and learning 
outcomes.

Under this context, EARTHLAB’s main research areas are:

EVEs affects cognitive processes and the expected 
learning outcomes

techniques, with emphasis on electric brain activity

responses.

The lab’s projects include:

The virtual laser
In the virtual laser physics laboratory students have to 
spot all the appropriate optical, mechanical and electronic 
parts in order to assemble a Nd:YAG continuous wave laser 
system and make it fire by adjusting the input power to 
its proper value (figure 1). Free navigation and first person 
point of view allow the participants to locate the parts 
on the shelves and in the closets. Size, transduction and 
reification were the features that allowed the students 
to enter the laser material (the Nd:YAG rod), study the 
transitions inside the atoms, as well as the phenomena of 
population inversion, spontaneous and stimulated light 
emission, laser threshold. All the participants’ interactions 
were intuitive using a data glove. The results showed that 
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The second exited state of the Hydrogen atom from 
linear polarized electromagnetic radiation

A participant’s avatar lights the fireplace
the students navigated and interacted with the EVE easily 
and assembled the laser successfully. They reported that  
main reason for this were the first person experiences they 
had. Natural semantics, autonomy, free navigation and first 
person point of view contributed to a sense of presence 
inside the EVE and made the students feel as though they 
were present and working in a real laboratory (Mikropoulos 
& Bellou, 2006).

The quantum atom
Studying atomic physics, we have found that high school 
and university students have difficulties in grasping 
the principles for describing an atom according to 
Quantum Mechanics (QM), as they require a specific level 
of abstraction and a reconceptualization in intellectual 
activity. In order to overcome the difficulties connected 
with software packages that have been used as educational 
tools up to now, EARTHLAB took advantage of EVEs’ 
characteristics. In this perspective they have created the 
dynamic EVE The Quantum Atom. The hydrogen atom was 

Assembling the virtual laser

>>>

Earthlab

visualized at the ground state and at the first and second 
excited states according to QM, based on scientific data. 
This was developed at a desktop VR system supporting 
immersion and following the theoretical perspective of 
constructivism. The EVE gives the possibility of first person 
point of view, free navigation and interactivity using 
stereoscopic glasses and involving students in well-
designed learning tasks (figure 2). An empirical study was 
conducted with 38 first year students of the Department of 
Primary Education, University of Ioannina. All the students 
very enthusiastically reported a sense of presence as a 
result of free navigation and high degree of interactivity. 
The learning outcomes were very fruitful as most of 
them were conducted to assimilate the main principles 

and notions of QM (Kontogeorgiou et al., 2005). The next 
step is to study the relationship of presence and learning 
outcomes in EVEs involving abstract spatial environments 
such as the quantum atom to support physics teaching and 
learning.

Living in an ancient city
Moving to EVEs for the humanities, EARTHLAB have found 
that presence is an important factor that contributes to 
users’ experiences and learning outcomes when ‘living’ 
in an ancient city (Mikropoulos & Strouboulis, 2004; 
Mikropoulos, 2006). This EVE represents a Greek ancient city 
with all its buildings and a detailed house with two floors 
inhabited by avatars (figure 3). Participants can navigate 
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freely in the city, outside and inside the house. They can 
explore the architecture of the buildings and perform 
a series of tasks in the streets, the courtyard and the 
interior of the house. Sixty pupils aged 11 to 13 navigated 
and performed the tasks in the EVE. The existence of an 
avatar as the pupils’ representation enhanced presence 
and helped them to successfully perform their learning 
tasks. The pupils had a high sense of personal and social 
presence for both cases of the EVE presentation, projection 
on a wall and through a HMD. The pupils had a higher 
sense of presence and completed their learning tasks 
more easily and successfully in the case of their egocentric 
representation model using the HMD.

Electric brain activity
EARTHLAB’s interest in presence measurement led them 
to study the electric brain activity as a methodology for 
objective measures. EEG signals of seven students were 
recorded and analyzed during their interaction with four 
different versions of the same virtual environment, a 
representation of a real room (Mikropoulos et al., 2004). Our 
aim was to detect if some sensory, realism and distraction 
factors that are related with presence result on differences 
in electric brain activity, indicating attentional activity and 

visual awareness as a virtual environment is enriched with 
textures and objects. Our results show both an alpha band 
decrease and a gamma band increase with the virtual 
environment enrichment with textures and objects (figures 
4 and 5). These are indications that factors related with the 
sense of presence in virtual environments affect electric 
brain activity.

We also use EEG in order to do comparative studies in 
both real and virtual stereoscopic and non stereoscopic 
environments, investigating stereoscopic vision as a 
feature of presence. Our first exploratory results confirm 
the expected activation of the primary visual cortex during 
eyes opening, indicating more powerful alpha rhythms in 
the non stereoscopic VE (figure 6). Our studies show that 
presence affects learning outcomes in EVEs and electric 
brain activity might be a promising technique for objective 
presence measures.

Education is a very important field and ICT and especially 
VR are powerful tools in the educational process. We 
believe that the study of EVEs’ features using objective 
measures might give useful data for the understanding 
of cognitive processes in both virtual and real learning 
environments.
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Ultrapeg  technology creates 
complete virtual Turin

A complete, online three-dimensional model of the city of 
Turin and its surrounding towns, has been used by Turin 
city council to promote the  Olympics. 

The Ultramundum Foundation, using its UltraPeg 
technology for the creation of on-line virtual worlds, has 
produced, with the sponsorship of Turin city council, a 
virtual model of the cities of Turin, Grugliasco, Collegno, 
Rivoli, Pianezza, Nichelino, Settimo and Caselle.

The model, using open source code, allows for interactive, 
three-dimensional exploration of the whole area on a 
standard personal computer. All data will be published 
into the Foundation software archive with complete 
documentation, and will be fully accessible.

Turin is the first large city to have a complete public three-
dimensional model explorable in real time. Previously only 
portions of cities or small towns have been modelled with 
technologies like the this one, due to the prohibitively large 
amount of data required to generate a three-dimensional 
model of an area with hundreds of thousands of buildings. 
The Turin city model allows for exploration on a standard 
personal computer with a modern video card.  

Thanks to the patented UltraPeg technology, the Turin 
model offers an interactive fly-through of the whole city 
and enables a descent to ground level in any street to walk 
among the buildings. At altitude the speed increases to 
allow for a naturalistic exploration experience. Every city 
building is present, with a prism precisely defining the 

The digital cartography of the city is 
processed...

to produce the three-dimensional model that 
can be explored in real-time on a standard PC.

In some areas the quality level can be very high.

Fulvio Dominici

Ultramundum Foundation, www.ultramundum.org, 
firstfounder@ultramundum.org

ground perimeter and height, allowing the volume to be 
perfectly modelled.

Precise, highly realistic models of important city 
monuments are currently included, and in the second 
phase, now in development, each building will be 
modelled in every detail.

The model was used for the first time to promote the city 
for the winter olympic event. The Turin city council’s traffic 
department has included all the city’s olympic venues and 
suggested routes to them. There are many other potential 
uses for this technology, including applications in the fields 
of planning, tourism, research and promotion.
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Events

April 6th 2008, CHI 2008, Florence, Italy

Submission deadline: 3rd October 2007

Urban mixed realities represent a growing and exciting 
area of research which requires new ways of thinking about 
issues such as usability, place and presence. This workshop 
will bring together practitioners and researchers from 
fields as diverse as presence and pervasive games with 
the objective of discussing the emerging issues within this 
growing field. We invite all those with an interest to submit 
a position paper, some suggested topic areas are listed 
below:

The role of the urban environment in shaping content and 
technologies

Interaction issues within urban environments

Frameworks and theories: place, presence, co-operative 
systems and cognition

Technologies: from mobile phones to head-mounted 
displays

Design and evaluation methodologies

The role of art and performance in urban mixed realities

Personal and societal issues related to the use and 
deployment of urban mixed reality systems

Applications of urban mixed reality technologies: games, 
cultural heritage, emergency response training, pervasive 
games, social networking etc 

Submission Instructions

You are invited to submit a position paper (maximum 
four pages) using the CHI extended abstracts format. 
These should be submitted to Rod McCall (rod.mccall@fit.
fraunhofer.de). Please place “Workshop Submission” in the 
email subject field. The deadline for submissions is October 
3rd 2007, with notifications being issued by the 28th 
November 2007. At least one author from each paper will 
be required to attend the workshop which is being held 
during CHI 2008 in Florence, Italy. The cost of the workshop 
is $150.

After the Workshop

Our intention is to publish a special issue of a journal or an 
edited book based on the content of the workshop. We 
also expect an article about the workshop to appear in the 
British HCI group’s Interfaces magazine.

For more information please visit: www.ipcity.eu

Programme Committee

Rod McCall, Fraunhofer FIT, Germany

Giulio Jacucci, Helsinki Institute for Information Technology, 
Finland

Wolfgang Broll, Fraunhofer FIT, Germany

Kari Kuutti, University of Oulu, Finland

Ina Wagner, Vienna University of Technology, Austria

Elisa Giaccardi, University of Colorado, USA

Luciano Gamberini, University of Padova, Italy

Presenting the CyberCarpet: 

An international workshop on locomotion in VR

The European FP6 research project CyberWalk has 
developed an omnidirectional treadmill setup for 
locomotion through VR. The so-called ‘CyberCarpet’ is the 
result of applying state of the art engineering, modern 
control theory, psychophysical research and the newest 
computer vision and visualization techniques. It allows for 
unrestricted walking in all directions. During the workshop, 
the CyberCarpet will be presented to the scientific 
community and invited speakers from the disciplines 
involved will give presentations on locomotion in VR.

Date: 17th & 18th April 2008

Place: Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, 
Tübingen, Germany

www.cyberwalk-project.org

Workshop: Urban Mixed Realities: Technologies, Theories and Frontiers
Peach Industry Event

Autumn 2008, Italy 

An ideal networking opportunity for companies, 
researchers, investors, public officials and entrepreneurs 
interested in Presence technologies. Companies will be 
demonstrating their Presence-related products in the 
Presence Expo. 

More details on the Peach website: www. peachbit.org 
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AT AAMAS-08

May 12-16, 2008, Estoril, Portugal

To provide an opportunity for interaction and cross-
fertilization between the AAMAS community and 
researchers working on virtual agents,

AAMAS-08 will feature a Special Track on Virtual Agents.

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

verbal and non-verbal expressiveness
models of personality, emotions and social behavior
multi-user/multi-virtual-agent interaction
advanced 3D modeling and animation technologies
applications, experience reports and user studies

Papers for this will be reviewed by specially recruited 
reviewers within the sub-community.

Special Track Chair:

Elisabeth Andre, University of Augsburg, Germany

Senior Programme Committee:

Ruth  Aylett, Heriot-Watt University, UK
Marc Cavazza, University of Teeside, UK
Stacy   Marsella,  Univ. of Southern California - ISI, USA

Ana  Paiva, INESC-ID & Instituto Superior Tecnico, Portugal
Catherine Pelachaud, Universite de Paris 8, France
Helmut  Prendinger,  National Institute of Informatics, Japan
Katia Sycara, CMU, USA
Daniel  Thalmann,  EPFL, Switzerland
R. Michael Young, North Carolina State University, USA

Key Dates:

October 23, 2007:  Electronic abstract due
October 26, 2007:  Full electronic paper submissions due
November 27 - 28, 2007: Author feedback opportunity
December 19, 2007:   Accept/reject notifications

Information on the Special Track will be regularly updated 
on the AAMAS main pages: http://gaips.inesc-id.pt/
aamas2008/index.html

May 25-27, 2008  
Krakow, Poland

http://hsi.wsiz.rzeszow.
pl/

The International 
Conference on Human 
System Interaction (HSI-
2008) will be held on May 
25-27 2008 at Chopin Hotel 
in Krakow (Cracow), Poland. 
The conference is open to 
researchers from all regions 
of the world. Participation 
from Asian and European 
regions is particularly 
encouraged. 

Proposals for special 
sessions are welcome. 
Papers with original work in 
all aspects of Human System 
Interaction are invited. 

Topics include, but not 
limited to, the following: 

Advanced Computer 
Graphics 

Autonomous Agents 
Cognitive Modeling 

Complex Systems 
Data Mining
Decision Making 
Education and Training 
Expert Systems 
Fault Detection and 

Diagnosis 
Foundation of Intelligent 

Informatics 
Fuzzy Systems 
Genetic Algorithms 
Hardware/Software 

Co-Design 
Human Computer 

Interaction 
Information Ecology 
Intelligent Communication 

systems 
Intelligent Control 
Intelligent Manufacturing 
Knowledge Based Systems
Learning and Adaptive 

Systems 
Machine Learning 
Man-Machine Interaction/

Interfaces 
Modeling and Simulation 
Multi-Agent Systems 

Multimedia 
Communications 

Natural Language 
Interaction 

Neural Networks 
Ontologies and Semantic 

Engineering 
Probabilistic Reasoning 
Robotics 
Virtual Reality 
Web Intelligence 
Submission of papers

Detailed information about 
submission process can be 
found on http://hsi.wsiz.
rzeszow.pl/

Authors’ Schedule: 

Papers Submission 
deadline:                            
Dec 22, 2007 
Acceptance notification:         
Feb 15, 2008 
Camera ready due:                  
Apr   1, 2008 
General Chairs:
Stanislaw Paszczynski 
(Poland)
Bogdan Wilamowski (USA

HSI 2008      Conference on Human System Interaction

Special track on virtual agents

Events
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For this issue’s exploration of the meaning of place and how it relates to the 
experience of Presence, Keho went to Santorini in Greece with the participants of 
the first Peach summer school (see page 19 for more information about this event). 

 With thanks to Nena Roa-Seiler, Christoph Groengrass, Ioannis Vrellis, Irit 
Brinbolm, Tassos Mikropoulos and Xueni Pan for supplying the photographs.
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For the next issue of Keho we want to see the places 
where you feel creative. To inspire you here are the Keho 
team’s workspaces, the places where we feel a little bit 
creative, sometimes. 

If your image is featured in the next edition of Keho, you 
will receive a small gift to stimulate your creativity.

Send your images to: keho@peachbit.org 

The next issue of Keho will be online in the spring of 2008

www.peachbit.org

Presence & Place
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